THE CHICKEN

1st Baritone T.C. (Obls. 1st Trombone)

Alfred James Ellis
Arranged by Kris Berg

Slowly with Triplet Feel
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GUITAR CHORDS
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Eb7

D7

G7

Note: Chord frames are indicated in the order in which they appear in the chart. Each voicing is indicated only once — except when additional voicings are required in later sections.
THE CHICKEN

2nd Eb Alto Saxophone

Slowly with Triplet Feel

Funk

Ritard.
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Saxophone

Slowly with Triplet Feel
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ALFRED JAMES ELLIS
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3bD Trombone

FUNK

278

FINE
THE CHICKEN

4th Bb Trumpet

ALFRED JAMES ELLIS
Arranged by KRIS BERG

SLOWLY WITH TRIPLET FEEL

1. [Musical notation]

FUNK

2. [Musical notation]

FINE

3. [Musical notation]
THE CHICKEN

ALFRED JAMES ELLIS
Arranged by KRIS BERG

TUBA

SLOWLY WITH TRIPLET FEEL